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Abstract

Skin color is an important feature of faces. Various ap-
plications benefit from robust skin color detection. Skin
color may look quite different, depending on camera set-
tings, illumination, shadows, people’s tans, ethnic groups.
That variation is a challenging aspect of skin color classi-
fication.

In this paper, we present an approach that uses a high
level vision module to detect an image specific skin color
model. This model is representative for the context condi-
tions within the image and is used to adapt dynamic skin
color classifiers to it. This approach distinguishes skin
color from very similar color like lip color or eyebrow
color. Its high speed and accuracy makes it appropriate
for real time applications such as face model fitting, gaze
estimation, and recognition of facial expressions.

1 Introduction

As computer systems are becoming more and more com-
plex, we need more sophisticated human machine inter-
faces. Sensor equipped systems make natural interaction
mechanisms more feasible. Cameras perceive the user’s
face and infer his gaze, mood, focus of interest, intention,
and so on. Therefore the interpretation of facial expres-
sions has become such an important research focus in the
area of computer vision during the last decade.

Unfortunately, perceiving information about a face
in natural scenes is a very challenging task because a
widespread set of side conditions concerning the person
and the context has to be taken into account. People
have different hair, different tans, different ethnic groups,
beards, glasses, and so on. Context conditions include illu-
mination, camera type and camera settings. Furthermore,
the algorithms must not only work with a small set of per-
sons but with any person who is previously unseen. Refer-
ring to this issue Gross et al. [4] show that face models and
fitting algorithms that are adapted to a specific face result
in a much higher robustness than general ones. Since this
adaptation can not be done in natural and unconstrained

scenes, the same benefit is achieved via a normalized rep-
resentation of a face image. That representation must re-
ject the person specific and context specific information
and keep the relevant information such as the position of
the head and the facial parts. In this paper we propose skin
color to be that kind of normalized representation of a hu-
man face.

Because of the mentioned person specific and con-
text specific variations, skin color looks very differently
throughout the images. In order to robustly determine the
skin color pixels we adapt skin color classifiers to those
image conditions. A programmer is able to do that adap-
tation manually by evaluating the image and the visible
face, but most face interpretation systems must run au-
tonomously. We present an approach that automatically
obtains the image specific conditions of skin color and
show how to adapt skin color classifiers.

Figure 1: left: deformable face model, middle: skin color
image, right: correctly fitted face model.

Face model fitting approaches that use skin color as the
primary feature benefit from accurately determining skin
color, see Figure 1. Those algorithms need not be robust
towards many kinds of variation because the skin color de-
tector is expected to handle them. They determine the pa-
rameter values of the face model that describe the content
of the image best. Those parameters represent the position
and the deformation of the face model. In a subsequent
step those values are used to infer further information, such
as the mimic of the person, the focus of attention, the level
of fatigue, support for natural language understanding, and
so on.

In this paper, we propose to approach the problem of



fitting curve models to faces by decomposing it into the
problem of adaptively detecting skin color and then use
the classified skin color as the primary feature for curve
fitting. The main contributions of this paper are the fol-
lowing ones:

1. We propose a mechanism that autonomously per-
ceives a person specific and context specific skin
color model. That mechanism makes use of a face
detector that detects square regions around human
faces. It extracts a small number of skin color pixels
within those facial regions in order to set up a skin
color model that is representative for the person and
context conditions in the face.

2. We show how dynamic skin color classifiers can au-
tomatically be adapted to the image conditions using
our skin color model. Those skin color classifiers
result a skin color image that represents the infor-
mation from the original RGB image that is relevant
for fitting a contour model. Model fitting techniques
that use this image don’t have to be robust against
those side conditions which makes them more accu-
rate.

In the remainder of the paper we proceed as follows.
Section 2 categorizes previous approaches on skin color
detection. Section 3 explains our approach for image spe-
cific skin color detection. Section 4 describes the benefit
for applications that rely on face model fitting, and Sec-
tion 5 depicts the accuracy of our approach.

2 Previous work on skin detection

Since skin color provides an important source of informa-
tion to various computer vision applications, a lot of re-
search has been done in that area. In this paper we focus on
pixel based skin color detection which aims at developing
a decision rule that categorizes the color of a single pixel
as skin or non-skin. Vezhnevets et al. [10] give a com-
prehensive overview of recent work within that area. They
describe the utilized color spaces and skin color models
and categorize the detection techniques.

Non-parametric skin color distribution modeling
(NSDM) defines the skin category (skin or non-skin) for
every color in color space separately. It is often referred
to as Skin Probability Map (SPM), assigning a probability
value to each point of a discretised color space. It performs
at very high speed but it requires a vast amount of memory
(e.g. RGB:2563 entries). Its accuracy relies on a huge and
comprehensive training set. In order to reduce memory
requirements common approaches use a two-dimensional
color space or subdivide the color space into clusters [1, 2].

Parametric skin color distribution modeling(PSDM)
uses a cluster with a distinct shape within color space. Skin
color is expected to be located within this cluster. The re-
quired memory is limited to the parameters that specify the
shape. Usually execution time rises and accuracy lowers,

because it depends both on the chosen shape and the cho-
sen color space. Common approaches model skin color
distribution via a single Gaussian or a mixture of Gaus-
sians [6, 5].

Explicit definition of the skin color cluster(EDSC)
uses a set of rules that explicitly define the skin color clus-
ter. Memory requirements are limited by the chosen rules
but the challenge is to find adequate decision rules. Rule
induction algorithms often rely on appropriate features that
are well associated to the skin category. Gomez et al. [3]
propose a rule deduction mechanism that uses a converted
color space.

Assuming a huge and representative training set
NSDM is the most accurate approach because it is suitable
for any distribution of skin color in any color space. PSDM
and EDSC are only able to approximate the real distribu-
tion via their shape or their rules. Those two approaches
can be converted into NSDM for adopting NSDM’s other
advantage, its runtime performance. Note that this conver-
sion does not improve the accuracy of skin color detection.

A further approach,dynamic skin color distribution
modeling(DSDM), extends PSDM and EDSC by adding
further dependency to the classification process. Those
classifiers additionally depend on the context conditions of
the processed image rather than on the pixel’s color only.
Image conditions consist of the camera type, camera set-
tings, illumination, the visible person, etc. Those classi-
fiers adapt the shape of PSDM or the rules of EDSC to
the processed image, which improves the skin detection
accuracy. Soriano et al. [9] define their skin color clus-
ter within the chromatic color space. Its shape looks like
the crescent of the moon and they call itskin locus. It is
camera specific but they do not provide a mechanism that
automatically determines the skin locus. Furthermore the
skin locus does not take person specific and context spe-
cific side conditions into account. In this paper we demon-
strate how classifiers of type PSDM and EDSC are adapted
to the conditions of the processed image autonomously,
see also [12]. We show which information to extract from
the image, how it is obtained automatically, and how the
classifiers are adapted.

3 Skin color detection

Skin color can not be modeled properly in the RGB color
space [10]. In this representation, the skin color cluster is
very large and incompact. A common way to cope with
that is to switch over to the normalized RGB color space
(NRGB), which uses the proportional part of each compo-
nent, see (1).b is omitted because it can be calculated from
the other components. The color of a pixelp is represented
by the corresponding color vectorcp = (r, g, base)T .

base = R + G + B, r =
R

base
, g =

G

base
, b =

B

base
(1)

Detecting skin color is challenging, because it occupies
a large cluster within color space. Camera types and set-
tings, illumination conditions, as well as people’s tans and



ethnic groups make skin color vary significantly. How-
ever, within one image skin color looks similarly, because
most of the above conditions are fixed. Our image spe-
cific skin color model describes those conditions. Using
this model, dynamic skin color classifiers are adapted to
the image conditions, which improves their classification
accuracy.

Previous work focuses on detecting image specific skin
color models via low level techniques such as color seg-
mentation, background subtraction, or histogram predic-
tion [8]. In order to improve the accuracy of the obtained
image specific skin color model we use a more sophisti-
cated vision module. It is a combination of the commonly
known and widely accepted face detector of Viola and
Jones, see Section 3.1, and an empirically obtained skin
color mask, see Section 3.2. Since the face detector works
with gray value images it is not influenced by the color
distribution. The entire module is capable of extracting a
small number of skin color pixels from the image, which
are used to set up the image specific skin color model.

3.1 The face detector by Viola and Jones

Viola and Jones [11] propose a visual object detec-
tion framework that processes images very quickly while
achieving high detection rates. Their approach detects pre-
viously trained objects within rectangular regions of inter-
est (ROI) by evaluating simple features within those rect-
angles. Two of those features are depicted in Figure 2.
The features are called haar-like features because they are
computed similarly to the haar wavelet parameters. The
feature value is the sum of the gray values within the black
area subtracted from the sum of the gray values within the
white area. Viola and Jones introduce an image represen-
tation called theIntegral Imagewhich allows any of their
features to be computed very quickly and independently of
its size. They utilize simple yet fast classifiers that evaluate
those features for object detection. Through a combination
of those simple classifiers in a boosted cascade high accu-
racy is achieved.

Figure 2: Evaluating two haar features within a face.

Viola and Jones demonstrate the benefit of their ap-
proach in the domain of face detection. The trained frontal
face detector runs at 15 frames per second on a standard
desktop computer which makes it suitable for real-time ap-
plications. We use this implementation for obtaining a ROI
around a face within the processed image.

3.2 The skin color mask

A skin color mask enables a face detector to extract skin
color pixels from the ROI. It is a two-dimensional matrix
that specifies the probability of skin color for each pixel
within the ROI after being scaled to its size. Runtime per-
formance is increased by only taking those probability en-
tries into account that exceed a given threshold value. A
skin color mask exists for any face detector; however, we
show its benefit for the Viola and Jones face detector, see
section 3.1. Skin color masks are learned via training im-
ages whose skin color pixels are previously known. We use
a set ofK training images that show various faces which
originate from well known face detectors, the Boston Uni-
versity skin color database [7], and various web pages.

Figure 3: Acquiring a skin color mask.

A skin color maskM is an n1 × n2 matrix whose
entries are calledmi,j ∈ [0..1]. In this work we take
n1 = n2 = 24 as a reasonable compromise between ac-
curacy and runtime performance. We apply the face detec-
tor to each imagek and receive a region of interestroik
which is divided inton1×n2 cellsfk,i,j with 1≤i≤n1 and
1≤j≤n2 The likelihood for skin color within cellfk,i,j is
expressed bysk,i,j . Finally, we calculate the entries of the
skin color maskmi,j , see (2) and (3). The entire procedure
is depicted in Figure 3.

sk,i,j =
number of skin pixels in fk,i,j

total number of pixels in fk,i,j
(2)

mi,j =
1
K

K−1∑
k=0

sk,i,j (3)

3.3 The image specific skin color model

Skin color within one image occupies a compact cluster
within NRGB but its position, size, and shape vary from
image to image because of the person and context specific
side conditions. In this paper we propose an image specific
skin color model that is aware of those side conditions and
represents the skin color pixels of an image properly.

Our image specific skin color model consists of an
ellipsoid within NRGB. This ellipsoid is defined by the
meanµ and the covariance matrixS of the color vectors of
all skin color pixels within the image. The maximal Maha-
lanobis distance t between any colorcp in color space and
µ defines the size of the ellipsoid. Formulae (4) and (5)
depict the skin color model, whereI stands for the number



of skin color pixels within the image.

µ =
1
I

I∑
i=1

ci =

 µr

µg

µbase

 (4)

S =
1

I − 1

I∑
i=1

(ci − µ)(ci − µ)T =

=

 varr covr,g covr,base

covg,r varg covg,base

covbase,r covbase,g varbase

 (5)

Our approach obtains the image specific skin color
model in the following way: First, the face detector de-
livers a ROI around the detected face. Then the skin color
mask is applied to that ROI and extracts a small number
of skin color pixels. The image specific skin color model
is calculated via (4) and (5) using those pixels only. Sec-
tion 5.1 shows the reliability of this approach.

3.4 Dynamic skin color classifiers

A pixel based skin color classifier is a function that fig-
ures out the skin category for any pixel by evaluating a
list of featuresfi, see (6). The features used by non-
dynamic classifiers only consist of the dimensions of the
color space, e.g.f1 = R, f2 = G, f3 = B. There-
fore the cluster within color space that defines skin color
is fixed. Dynamic skin color classifiers are provided with
further features and the skin color cluster’s position, size,
and shape depend on those additional features.

{skin, nonskin} ∈ classifier(f1, ..., fn) (6)

The following three examples show how dynamic skin
color classifiers are adapted to image specific conditions.
They vary their skin color cluster depending on our image
specific skin color model. Their accuracy is evaluated in
Section 5.2.

Cuboidal skin color cluster: Skin color is de-
fined to be located in a cuboidal cluster in NRGB.
The lower and upper bounds of the cuboid (lr, lg,
lbase, ur, ug, ubase) are calculated from the parame-
ters µ and S of the image specific skin color model,
see formulae below. That approach adapts this clas-
sifier to the image conditions. The standard deviation
σi =

√
vari is extracted from the covariance matrixS.

lr = µr − 2σr ur = µr + 2σr

lg = µg − 2σg ug = µg + 2σg

lbase = µbase − 2σbase ubase = µbase + 2σbase

Ellipsoidal skin color cluster: Skin color is defined to
be located in an ellipsoidal cluster in NRGB. The calcula-
tion of the ellipsoid bases on the Mahalanobis distancemp

betweenµ and the color to be classifiedcp, see (7). Since
we takeµ andS from the image specific skin color model,
that approach adapts the classifier to the image conditions.
If mp is smaller than a threshold valuet, the colorcp is

treated to be skin color. Empirical results show that rea-
sonable values fort vary between6 and25. The evaluation
in Section 5.2 is performed witht = 9.8.

mp = (cp − µ)T S−1(cp − µ) (7)

Skin color cluster via rules: The skin color cluster
is defined by a set of rules. Those rules are generated
by a rule induction algorithm such as ID3, C4.5, or J4.8.
The algorithm evaluates a large set of training data with
annotated skin color pixels and non-skin color pixels for
that task. The challenge is how to integrate the image
specific skin color model into the rule induction process.
In order to obtain good rules, the provided features
must be decisive for the skin category. Mathematical
combinations of features deliver new features which are
probably more specific for the skin category. The first
rule below defines a fixed skin color cluster, whereas the
second rule adapts the cluster to the conditions of the
image. This adaptation is given because the rule includes
parameters from the image specific skin color model.

skin ⇐ (r > 0.38) ∧ (g ≤ 0.33) ∧ (R > 74)

skin ⇐ (|µr − r| /σr ≤ 1.7) ∧ (g ≤ 0.33) ∨
(|µr − r| /σr ≤ 1.7) ∧ (g > 0.33) ∧ (µr − r ≤ 0.02)

4 Application to face model fitting

A model includes explicit or implicit knowledge about the
object to interpret. Because of this knowledge the under-
standing of images becomes simpler and therefore model
fitting is a major issue in computer vision. Model fitting
algorithms adjust models correctly to objects visible in im-
ages or image sequences.

In this paper we make a distinction between model
fitting and model tracking. Model fitting algorithms are
applied to single images whereas model tracking algo-
rithms are applied to image sequences. Sophisticated
model tracking algorithms use information about the ob-
ject from the previous image and predict its behavior. Nat-
ural constraints restrict that behavior between two subse-
quent images and tracking algorithms utilize those restric-
tions for narrowing the search space and making the exe-
cution faster and more reliable. In opposite to that, model
fitting algorithms have to handle previously unseen objects
and to be robust towards all kinds of variation. They have
to be general enough to deal with any possible object that
might be visible in an image. Often a model fitting step is
executed right before a sequence of model tracking steps.
Gross et al. [4] created two Active Appearance Models
(AAM) to prove the challenge of this issue. One of them
is general enough to fit to any person’s face, whereas the
other has been made specific for one person. Empirical
results attested the increase of accuracy from the general
AAM to the person specific AAM.

There is a widespread use of exploiting information
from human faces and one basic step to achieve this goal
is to fit a face model to the image. Applications that fit a



face model to the skin color image rather than to the orig-
inal camera image will improve robustness because of the
reduced amount of variation within the face and the im-
age. There is no dependency on illumination, ethnic group,
shading, shadows, etc. The edge image of the skin color
image represents the facial contour lines better than the
camera image, which leads to higher accuracy.

5 Experimental results

Two aspects of our approach need to be evaluated: The
acquisition of the image specific skin color model and the
correctness of the adapted skin color classifiers. For eval-
uation purpose we use the Boston University skin color
database [7], that consists of 21 image sequences taken
from Hollywood movies. Their length varies between 49
and 349 frames and they show persons in natural activi-
ties such as talking, walking, or working. They include
various illumination conditions and people from various
ethnic groups. Each pixel is annotated withskin, non-skin,
or don’t care. Since our approach works with a face lo-
cator for frontal faces we only use those video sequences
including frontal faces.

seq μ r μ g μ base μ r μ g μ base

2 0.8% 0.4% 6.5% 0.9% 0.8% 11.1%

4 1.0% 0.4% 0.5% 7.1% 5.7% 4.6%

6 0.1% 0.0% 2.8% 5.7% 1.4% 16.9%

7 1.0% 0.6% 3.9% 5.3% 5.8% 15.2%

8 1.1% 0.1% 7.3% 5.1% 1.2% 5.5%

9 0.7% 0.4% 1.2% 0.9% 2.2% 10.5%

10 0.4% 0.3% 3.2% 6.0% 1.2% 16.5%

11 0.4% 0.9% 4.1% 3.6% 1.1% 1.5%

15 0.2% 0.1% 3.1% 4.1% 1.3% 1.4%

16 0.5% 0.1% 5.0% 3.3% 1.8% 25.8%

18 0.8% 0.5% 8.1% 4.8% 1.6% 7.3%

avg 0.6% 0.3% 4.2% 4.3% 2.2% 10.6%

our approach color segmentation

Table 1: The relative distance toµ.

5.1 Accuracy of the skin color model

In the following we evaluate two approaches that obtain
the image specific skin color model autonomously and
compare their results to the corresponding ground truth.
We compare our approach to color segmentation, a low
level approach. Both of them extract a small number of
skin color pixels from the image and assemble the image
specific skin color model. Our approach that has been de-
scribed in Section 3.3 obtains those pixels via the combi-
nation of a face detector and the skin color mask. Color
segmentation extracts the skin color pixels by applying a
simple skin color classifier with a fixed skin color clus-
ter. Table 1 depicts the accuracy for obtainingµ of our
approach compared to color segmentation. The table illus-
trates the relative distances to the ground truth. The ground
truth is obtained by evaluating all pixels that are marked
asskin. Obviously our approach approximates the ground
truth up to seven times closer.

5.2 Accuracy of the skin color classifiers

The dynamic classifiers from Section 3.4 are evaluated by
comparing three ways of adaptation to the processed im-
age: (a) no adaptation, (b) automatic adaptation via the
image specific skin color model, and (c) optimal adapta-
tion. The parameters of (a) are fixed and chosen such that
they are optimal for the entire set of images. The param-
eters of (c) are chosen such that they are optimal for each
single image. Those optimal values are obtained via the
ground truth. Table 2 shows the accuracy of correctly clas-
sifying the skin color pixels (skin) and the non-skin color
pixels (bg) in percent. det[C] denotes the determinant of
the confusion matrix which is a good measure for a clas-
sifier’s accuracy. One can clearly see the increase of accu-
racy between (a) and (b). The result of (c) stands for the
upper limit that can be achieved by that kind of classifier.
Figure 4 illustrates some resulting skin color images of our
experiments.

Figure 4: Comparing skin color classifiers: original image
(left), fixed ellipsoid (middle), adapted ellipsoid (right)

5.3 Runtime performance

Our approach allows the necessary information to be com-
puted partly offline. Only the following four steps need
to be executed online. (S1) detect the face, (S2) apply
the skin color mask, (S3) calculate the skin color model,
(S4) and compute the skin color image. Nevertheless S1-
S3 must only be executed once for an image sequence. S4
is the only step to be executed for each image.

S1 is executed inO(n) wheren denotes the number of
pixels of the image, see [11]. It runs at an average of 50 ms



seq skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C] skin bg det[C]

2 84.4 86.1 70.5 99.8 26.1 25.9 88.9 92.6 81.5 62.1 99.6 61.6 71.9 99.7 71.7 82.9 59.3 42.3 84.5 95.5 80.0 92.2 94.3 86.5

4 49.2 89.2 38.4 64.4 49.7 14.1 59.6 97.2 56.8 68.5 97.7 66.2 66.9 99.0 65.9 73.2 96.1 69.3 87.1 90.8 77.9 96.6 85.6 82.2

6 80.5 78.6 59.0 99.6 11.2 10.8 87.5 99.2 86.7 82.3 99.8 82.1 89.0 99.6 88.6 90.4 96.1 86.5 88.2 99.5 87.7 97.2 98.1 95.3

7 72.5 93.7 66.2 90.0 71.6 61.7 50.2 99.8 49.9 68.4 97.5 65.8 76.4 95.8 72.2 84.4 85.4 69.8 85.7 91.6 77.3 90.7 92.8 83.6

8 89.7 60.1 49.8 88.6 10.9 -0.6 100.0 89.1 89.1 67.7 98.2 65.9 87.1 98.6 85.6 73.5 88.1 61.6 60.0 99.5 59.5 98.6 97.8 96.4

9 77.4 99.0 76.4 99.8 94.5 94.4 85.9 96.8 82.7 83.7 100.0 83.7 89.1 99.9 89.0 86.9 98.4 85.3 87.1 100.0 87.1 99.5 99.4 98.9

10 60.2 28.4 -11.4 65.8 51.5 17.4 75.9 94.0 69.9 86.9 84.2 71.0 95.8 78.2 74.1 90.3 92.3 82.6 87.1 92.1 79.2 89.6 92.5 82.1

11 6.0 99.2 5.2 37.0 97.9 34.8 73.8 99.4 73.2 64.0 100.0 64.0 69.0 100.0 69.0 85.7 98.5 84.2 87.4 99.8 87.2 97.6 97.8 95.4

15 96.6 44.3 40.9 99.9 10.7 10.6 97.7 94.8 92.5 74.6 97.4 72.0 83.7 93.6 77.2 80.1 93.0 73.0 78.0 98.2 76.2 94.3 96.8 91.1

16 92.5 95.5 88.0 98.7 16.2 14.9 25.2 99.8 25.0 73.2 98.7 71.9 82.3 96.2 78.5 77.5 84.8 62.3 61.9 100.0 61.8 98.7 99.0 97.7

18 97.1 99.7 96.8 79.4 47.8 27.2 83.1 100.0 83.1 95.6 96.8 92.4 92.4 97.0 89.4 94.5 99.7 94.1 85.0 99.9 84.9 98.2 99.3 97.5

21 81.8 69.6 51.4 97.9 39.8 37.7 82.0 95.4 77.4 68.8 93.5 62.3 86.7 89.6 76.3 87.6 92.8 80.4 100.0 17.0 17.0 100.0 4.6 4.6

avg: 74.0 78.6 52.6 85.1 44.0 29.1 75.8 96.5 72.3 74.6 96.9 71.6 82.5 95.6 78.1 83.9 90.4 74.3 82.7 90.3 73.0 96.1 88.2 84.3

adapted cuboidfixed cuboid optimal ellipsoidfixed ellipsoid adapted ellipsoidfixed rules optimal cuboidadapted rules

Table 2: Evaluation of dynamic skin color classifiers: fixed and adapted to the image conditions.

using an image size of 480 x 360 pixels, whereas S2 and
S3 take 0.05 ms independently of the size of the image. S4
is also executed inO(n) at an average of 9.3 ms using the
same image size on a 1800 MHz Pentium 4 processor.

6 Conclusion and outlook

Depending on the person and context conditions the color
of human skin appears differently in any image which
makes automatic skin color classification a hard challenge.
Within one image those conditions are fixed and skin color
pixels look similarly. We use a face detector extended by
a skin color mask and obtain an image specific skin color
model that describes the look of skin color within one im-
age. Our experiments prove that this high level approach
performs much better than low level approaches such as
color segmentation or background subtraction. We show
how dynamic skin color classifiers are adapted to the im-
age conditions using our skin color model in order to in-
crease accuracy. This increase is even higher facing poor
illumination conditions and colored people. Furthermore,
facial parts such as eyes, brows, lips, and teeth are detected
correctly as non-skin colored objects. We are currently ex-
tending our approach towards classifying lip color and eye-
brow color and we will integrate more sophisticated classi-
fiers. Furthermore we are investigating the impact of skin
color detection on face model fitting.
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